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TEXTILE AND LEATHER STANDARDS
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79. **KS ISO 6934-5:1991** Kenya Standard — Steel for the pre-stressing of concrete - Part 5: Hot-rolled steel bars with or without subsequent processing, **Second Edition**


**FOOD AND AGRICULTURE DEPARTMENT**


86. **KS ISO/TR 12591:2013** Kenya Standard — White tea — Definition, **First Edition**


89. **KS ISO 8586:2012** Kenya Standard — Sensory analysis — General guidelines for the selection, training and monitoring of selected assessors and expert sensory assessors, **First Edition**


**SERVICES STANDARDS**
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING STANDARDS


**COMPANY STANDARDS**

**NATIONAL POLICE SERVICE STANDARDS**


120. **KS DF 111:2014** National Police Service Standard — Leather footwear for use by the National Police Service — Specification